Robot-assisted flexible needle insertion using universal distributional deep reinforcement learning.
Flexible needle insertion is an important minimally invasive surgery approach for biopsy and radio-frequency ablation. This approach can minimize intraoperative trauma and improve postoperative recovery. We propose a new path planning framework using multi-goal deep reinforcement learning to overcome the difficulties in uncertain needle-tissue interactions and enhance the robustness of robot-assisted insertion process. This framework utilizes a new algorithm called universal distributional Q-learning (UDQL) to learn a stable steering policy and perform risk management by visualizing the learned Q-value distribution. To further improve the robustness, universal value function approximation is leveraged in the training process of UDQL to maximize generalization and connect to diagnosis by adapting fast re-planning and transfer learning. Computer simulation and phantom experimental results show our proposed framework can securely steer flexible needles with high insertion accuracy and robustness. The framework also improves robustness by providing distribution information to clinicians for diagnosis and decision making during surgery. Compared with previous methods, the proposed framework can perform multi-target needle insertion through single insertion point qunder continuous state space model with higher accuracy and robustness.